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AZTEC-X
AZTEC-X is a 6x5 cascading reel video slot 
set against an Aztec jungle backdrop. Join 
the adventurer as she ventures deep into 
the unknown jungles in search of huge 
wins.

The game features a new win mechanic 
where 8 or more of the same symbols 
stopping anywhere on the reels will award 
a win. The game has a high volatility.

Consecutive wins will cause the multiplier 
to increase, and this is then applied to the 
final win when no more wins occur. 

The game also features our BUY Feature 
mechanic, where players can opt to buy a 
feature trigger and get straight into the 
action.

Game type: 
Slot RTP (Return to Player): 
88.63%, 90.71%, 92.41%, 94.77%, 96.72%



AZTEC-X

GENERAL INFORMATION

GAME TYPE 6x5 cascading reels

DEFAULT MIN BET (€) 0.20

DEFAULT MAX BET (€) 200

GAME FEATURES

• MULTIPLIERS

• FREE GAME FEATURE

• CHAIN BURST FEATURE

• BUY FEATURE (Where available)

• High volatility

PAYOUT

RETURN TO PLAYER (%)* 88.63%, 90.71%, 92.41%, 94.77%, 96.72%

MAX COINCIDING WIN IN € * 5000 x Bet, for all RTP settings

HIT FREQUENCY 38.5%
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*Coinciding win is expressed as total of all winning payline bet

multipliers and scatter wins (if available)

*Some RTP values are only available within certain jurisdictions



TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Note:

Only base game codes are needed to run the game.
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RTP Value GAME CODE DESKTOP / MOBILE

96.72% GMT_AZTEC_X

94.77% GMT_AZTEC_X_M4

92.41% GMT_AZTEC_X_M2

90.71% GMT_AZTEC_X_M0

88.63% GMT_AZTEC_X_ML



GAME DESIGN
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Mobile

Note:

This game supports landscape and portrait mode.

PC



BASE GAME DISPLAY INFORMATION
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BALANCE
Displays the current balance.

BET
The total bet amount for the current
game round.

WIN
The win for the game round is displayed
here.



BASE GAME USER CONTROL INFORMATION 
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Pressing the SPIN button will start the game round.

When TURBO Mode is set, the icon blinks to indicate that TURBO is
active. Up to 2 levels of TURBO can be set.

The SETTINGS button opens the SETTINGS menu.

The BET button provides amount options for betting.

The AUTOPLAY button opens the AUTOPLAY menu. 



GAME RULES : BASE GAME
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The game features a 6x5 cascading reel array. Whenever 8 or more of the same symbol stop anywhere on the reels, it will award a win. Those 
symbols will disappear and symbols will then fall from the top into the empty spaces. Consecutive wins will cause the multiplier to increase. The 
multiplier will then be applied to the final win when there are no more consecutive wins. On any given spin in the base game, or total win 
during the free game feature, there is a max win of 5000x the bet. 



GAME FEATURE : CHAIN BURST FEATURE
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If a WILD symbol appears on a winning combination, the CHAIN BURST FEATURE will begin. During the CHAIN BURST FEATURE, x2 multiplier is added to the 
multiplier after each cascade win. The total multiplier is applied to the payout when there are no more cascading wins. There is a chance a special WILD 
symbol may also appear on the reels. If these appear on any winning payout, the multiplier displayed on that symbol will be added to the total multiplier.



GAME FEATURE : FREE SPINS FEATURE
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When 4, 5 or 6 SCATTERS appear in the base game, the FREE SPINS FEATURE will be triggered, and the player will be awarded with 10, 15 or 20 FREE SPINS 
respectively. During the FREE SPINS FEATURE, each time a SCATTER appears on the reels, the number of FREE SPINS remaining will increase by 1. 



GAME FEATURE : BUY FEATURE
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At any time during the base game, the FREE SPINS FEATURE may be purchased. After confirming the purchase, 4 or more SCATTERS will appear on the reels. 
This guarantees at least 10 FREE SPINS. 



GAME SYMBOLS / PAYTABLE
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Localization
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English:ENGJapanese:JPN Chinese:CHI Indonesian:IND Korean:KOR

Russian:RUSMalay:MSA Spanish:SPA Thai:THA Vietnamese:VIE

Finnish:FINGerman:GER Norwegian:NOR Portuguese:POR Swedish:SWE

French:FRAItalian:ITA Croatian:HRV Romanian:RUM



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR (RNG)

Random Number Generator in use is standard Java SecureRandom, which produces cryptographically pseudo random number generator 
(CSPRNG). 

The Random Number Generator in use has been tested and approved towards jurisdiction specific requirements by Gaming Laboratories 
International, which is accredited group of companies with globally present testing laboratories. 

MALFUNCTIONS

Malfunction in the game voids all pays.
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